
Commercial
Finally, a folk festival is a business.

Souvenirs, food, drink, and entertainment
may be marketed. A good display will move
the goods toward the buyer and motivate
visitors to spend money to take a bit of the
festival home. Sales of ethnic foods will be
clinched if samples and recipes are displayed.

These are some of the answers to "why
display?". If a folk festival group decides to
include a display, the next question is ...

"hands on" display where the visitors touch,
taste, or try making an ethnic item will in
volve the visitors in the culture. Those who
manage the event will find a folk festival pro
vides these management opportunities: to
plan and to cooperate with other ethnic
groups; to set up the display, to man it, and
"to strike the set" when the festival is over.
Throughout the preparation and implemen
tation of a folk festival, relationships will be
built and ideas shared.

What is a Good Display?

Many criteria distinguish a display. To be
effective the display needs to attract and to
hold attention long enough so that the total
message is recognized. Emphasis is probably
the most important facet of a display. The
other criteria which comprise a good display
such as simplicity, contrast, visibility, stabili
ty, meaningful lettering, available resources,
and strategic location support this goal.

Emphasis
If a display is eye-catching, emphasis will

be achieved. Emphasis means that some part
of the display is attention-getting because it
is different or unique. Emphasis could be ob
tained by having movement of parts within
the display as in the use of turntables,
mobiles, or changing pictures. The use of
spot lighting to focus attention on one or
more facets of the display can be a means of
attracting attention. Using appropriate back
ground music is another way interest in the
display and in the country of origin can be
created. The use of bright, warm colors such
as red, yellow, or orange achieves emphasis.
Enlargements, blow-ups, or mirrors incor
porated as display background materials can
unify a theme and substantiate the message,
thereby achieving emphasis.

Using a piece of furniture such as a chair
or chest within the display adds to the three
dimensional quality and provides a support
for displaying items such as pillows and
linens. For best effects, the furniture should
be from the same ethnic origin as the re-
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An increasing number of cities across
Canada have ethnic groups making multicul
tural presentations to the public. The
authors, a design and housing professor, and
a communication and education professor
were requested to give a workshop on
display techniques to an ethnic group plann
ing a three-day folk festival. Questions about
display were received in advance, as well as
at the workshop. The purpose of this paper is
to present this case, identifying the questions
and offering some possible solutions.

Social
Participation implies socialization. A

Artistic
Many of the community buildings used

for ethnic displays are open structures. For
the folk festival, displays may be used to give
beauty to the surroundings. An atmosphere
similar to the homeland may be created. The
color, shape, and design of artifacts and
costumes will create a happy, fun-filled
mood. Those who set up the displays will
develop their creative skills. Appreciation for
patterns, materials, and colors will be
fostered for those who come to the festival.

Educational
An ethnic group has information which

may be shared. A purpose for the ethnic
group is to develop interest and understand
ing in the cultural background of their
group. This is based on the assumption that
others want to learn about their culture. A
display of artifacts from the country of
origin can hone the curiosity of the viewers
to come again, to travel, and to ask ques
tions. Within the ethnic group, the more
knowledgeable members may wish to pro
mote standards for others. Good displays
start people thinking and discussing the
things that are different and the things they
like. Therefore, a good display will help to
summarize ideas or to clarify those that are
abstract. The area where the display is
placed may have several areas, so attention
getting displays can remind visitors to go to
another section. Comparisons may be made,
for example, comparisons of the ethnic popu
lations in Canada, with the population in the
homeland. A display could present this infor
mation visually to the visitors.

Ethnic groups planning a folk festival may
have four basic reasons for including display
as a part of the festival: educational, artistic,
social or commercial.
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HUMAN FACE OF CHINA
Five powerful films just completed lost year break
through the myth of the "monolithic giant" to present
the People's Aepubllc of Chino on a human scale. B",
concentrating on the lives of ordinar", people. the",
point a rich portrait of diversity and social change. Each
film focuses on a single province. Together. the", cover
the length and breadth of Chino. The series Is ideal for
courses In Asian Studies. Histor",. Political Science and
Geography at the high school level. Discussion
gUides for each film are included.

1) It's Always So In The World (Urban Communal
liVing)

2) Mind, Body And Spirit (Health Core For The
Mosses)

3) One Hundred Entertainments (State-Supported
Arts)

4) Something For Ever",one (Aural Communal
liVing)

5) Son Of The Ocean (Changing Life Styles)

Available for rent or purchase.

* A 17" x 22" colour poster available with
first 50 requests.

Conclusion
This paper has suggested that a transfer of

color slide material to color microfiche has
significant potential for savings in course
ware and storage costs. Currently available
hardware makes this approach attractive for
student operated audiotutorial systems, com
puter controlled learning systems and visual
retrieval systems in libraries with large slide
collections.

storage and time aspects of search and re
trieval.

its storage capacity can be readily accessed
by a microprocessor its color quality and
resolution are limited to television quality.
Furthermore, a major drawback would ap
pear to be the cost of and inconvenience of
courseware manufacture. While revision in
the programming of existing frames is readi
ly achievable it is not possible to add new
material without pressing a new disc. In ap
plications where it is essential to update
material the videodisc would appear to have
serious limitations for instructional appli
cation.

A third alternative to be considered is col
or micrographics. Sutcliffe (1979) suggests
that microforms be considered, Computer
Assisted Retrieval (CAR), because of the
"unmatched storage density". He points to
the sudden merger of computer and micro
graphic technologies which until recently
have been viewed as competing opponents.

Dills and Bass (1980) report that at the
Department of Dental Education, University
of Florida, they have successfully employed
a Revox microfiche-tape unit using a digi
tized encoder to present randomly selected
visual frames in a branching or programmed
learning application. Our investigation of a
similar device indicates that while it will
achieve this with a high quality image it is
limited to 60 frames per four by six inch
fiche and each fiche must be inserted
separately.

A system available from I.M. Bruning In
ternational provides for random access of up
to 3,000 frames. A cartridge system holds 30
fiche and any frame can be retrieved within
three seconds. The system has been upgrad
ed so that it can be controlled by a micropro
cessor giving extensive flexibility in program
ming of visual material. The ease of fiche
loading in the cartridge coupled with the in
house fiche production capability, developed
at Guelph, puts the preparation and pro
gramming of audiovisual courseware within
the reach of educational and training institu
tions.

Other applications of this approach would
seem to be indicated in art, medical and ar
chitectural libraries where reference to slide
materials is presently cumbersome and time
consuming. An automated index system
with microfiche display of color slide images
would eliminate some of the current costly
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Displays may be categorized a~rdin~ to
the visual effect; according to locatIOn, Situ-
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Conclusion

Communication experts, designers, and
home economists may be asked to assist
ethnic and multicultural groups prepare
displays for folk festivals. Good displays
should satisfy the following criteria: em
phasis, simplicity, contrast, visibility, stabili
ty, meaningful lettering, utilizing available
resources and a strategic location. The mes
sage of an ethnic display is substantiated by
incorporating labelling controls.

Problems may be encountered but
through application of the design principles
and the creative use of resources these prob
lems can be solved. A folk festival can look
good, be stimUlating, provide fun and help
people from many backgrounds understand
each other and work in harmony.

avoided. To increase legibility in lettering,
the width of the stroke should be about one
eleventh its height. Besides using pen and ink
or felt pens there are many lettering aids, in
cluding: the typewritten message using bold
face type on cards; cut-out letters in paper,
fabric, or wood; dry transfer systems such as
Letraset; use of lettering instruments such as
the Hope of Leroy; purchased "pin-type let
ters" in plastic; and iron on letters. Lettering
controls can enhance the message within the
ethnic display and decrease the need for
manning the exhibit.
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Alternative Label Positions

DISPLA Y

Figure 1.
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What Controls are Needed
When Labelling Displays?

In order to strengthen the message in an
ethnic display, labelling controls are needed.
The message should be simple and brief in
content. The message should be thought of
in terms of a hierarchy of three types of in
formation: title, sub-titles, and content or
"body". Each should be accurate in terms of
dates, geography and names. Credibility is
diminished if errors, such as incorrect spell
ing and punctuation are evident. There
should be no crowding of spaces between
words and lines within the message. The title
should have the dominant role within the
labelling which means it should be the larg
est in size and be placed in a conspicuous po
sition. Sub-titles are subordinate to the role
of title and to be effective in this role they
must be smaller in size and be placed in a
position of secondary importance. The ac
tual content lettering would be the smallest
in size and stroke, still maintaining legibility.
Lettering within each hierarchy should be
consistent in style, color, size and stroke
width. For legibility there should be consis
tency in positioning of cross bars, circle
forms, spacing between letters, words and
lines. Vertical margins should align on the
right side as well as the left. Lines of lettering
should appear parallel, both horizontally and
vertically. Guidelines should be used. Be
cause reading occurs from left to right, letter
ing should be positioned to promote this hap
pening, as in Figure 1.
Nothing should interfere with the accurate
interpretation of the message. This means
that coffee spills, water marks, incomplete
erasures, or dog-eared label cards should be

considered is the question of labelling.ation, and materials used; and according than one table may be used, .but if this is
content. done, unity should be achieve through

matching table covers. Tables ~ay b~
Visual Effect tacked to give more space and bnng artl-

The visual effect may.be measured by! ~acts to eye level. Shelves may add more
dimension used. Some dlspl~ys ar~ two d1llf ce, but they should not be cro~ded. A
ensional, others ar~ three dimensIOnal, ,skndard mat for labels would un~fy shelf
these may be combmed to form <:<>mplex d&o displays. If stabiles are enclosed, With holes
plays. The .visu~ effect usually mcreases cut to expose the ~isplay insi~~, the mys~ry
the dimenSions mcrease. of a peep show Will attract VISitOrs. Mobiles

Two dimensional displays see~ flat. add atmosphere through movement. Panels
simple. Typical examples of two-dlmenslO and screens may be used. If clot~ pan~ls are
displays are posters, such as those fr suspended they should have weights m the
travel agencies; photographs of t~ ho~ hems to pull the fabric taut. Screens may be
land and original paintings ~nd drawmgs..] constructed of bars, from which linens and
develop two-dimensional displays, maten scarves could be hung. They may be woven
could be u.sed i~ a yariety of ways. Cartoo panels through which items may be dra~n or
from ethmc penodlcals could be mounted upon which hangers may be hung. Hmges
form a humor comer. Charts and grap make screens easily portable and provide ver
showing the names ?f. differe~t. par~s of tl(satility in arranging backdrop.
ethnic costume, or gIVIng statistical mfor,rm
tion could be placed on panels. '!an Content
boards can be used for support: bulletm, flan Content is the final way in which displays
nel, magnetic and burlap. Advertising ~or tl( re categorized. Household furnishings; food
folk festival, whether ~y poster ?r ~n products; farm, sports, or industrial artifacts;
press or on billboards IS a~ apphcatlon clothing, shoes, jewelry and accessories; or
two-dimensional display. Diagrams may ltbooks, photographs, and papers may provide
used. Duplicated sheets and programs hand- thnic content.
ed out at the entrance, exit or at displays ~ Clothing is of special concern to this
ply two-dimensional principles: ' oup. Human models should not be used to

Three-dimensional display~ mclude rea~display historic costume as wearing the
models, and samples. Reaha may be di! lathes may cause strain, but human models
played on dress forms. Samples of ho~h re very suitable for modem adaptations.
linens or special processes, such as b~tlk, em annequins may be borrowed from stores,
broidery, or ethnic foods may be a~ailable ut they are expensive and may distract at
examine or taste. A diorama showmg ~nd ntion from the display materials. Dress
from the home country may prOVide aker forms may be available or they may
background for a display. Mobiles constructed by fitting chicken wire over a
good use of space. _ . rson or a model. Unbleached cotton might

Complex displays include the folk fest! fitted closely to a model, then covered
itself. Booths may be set up. For ex ith papier mache or strips of glued paper.
the Norwegians might provide a small "hUl en firm they are cut off and placed on a
from which cookies are sold. Exhibits are upport stand. These methods might be bet
major part of all displays. Fashion shows r for shoulder forms which extend only to
ethnic costumes, displays of folk dances, all e waist line or hip. Discs cut from styro
typical athletic activities are all complex oam may be suspended as a mobile, and
hibits. to support skirts or slacks. If these are

lored a-water base paint should be used.
Location and Materials angers may be used, but they do not give

When considering situation and mate fficient shape to show garments to advan
used for display one thinks of bulletin bo ge. A flat treatment is useful for small
and panels which utilize the walls. Gl. ems. If possible, a slant will show flat items
display cases, with glass in one o~ more SI better advantage. Pinning a garment to a
can house valuable and histOriC treas ~U ?r surface, or hanging garments from
Floor space may be utilized for display, ~ IS not recommended. Harris (1977) has
this may lose visibility when crowds corne ~tten a useful resource which includes de
visit. Tables are very useful. They may iled instructions for making padded display
free standing, arranged so that visito~ ems.
the artifacts from all directions, as 10 ~egardless of the type of display, some
stabile. Tables :nay be placed against a .ntten supplement may be needed to iden
for the added dimension of height. M Ysome aspect of the display. Next to be

Ease of Handling .
A display is easy to assemble and dlsma~-

tle. The support systems as we~ a~ ~he arti
facts should be of a size that will fit mto the
transporting vehicle; the doors, hall:-vays,
stairways, and elevators of the ~Isplay
premises; as well as the storage l~tlOn..

A display does not happen; It reqUires
planning and selection at .all stages. Many
types of display and matenals may be used.

What Kinds of Display May be Used?

Location .
A display should be strategicallr located I~

relationship to the premises. A display ~Sl
tioned in an alcove will not draw man~ view
ers. However, a display located opposite the
main doors or a stairway will attract atten
tion. If a conspicuous location is not possible
for the display, it may be necessary to make
and hang directional signs.

Utilizing Available Resources
Utilizing available resour~s helps ,to en

sure a display. The budget will determme ~he
scope and method of the display. All.ocatlon
of some of the finances as a contmgency
fund will help to cover unforesee~ expenses.
By taking a realistic view of availa~le man
power, noting their individual ex~rtlse, then
developing a time plan much gnef can be
avoided.

Lettering .
Easy to read, meaningful lette~ng that IS

appropriately placed makes a display. The
lettering should be accurate and b~ kept to a
minimum. For legibility, the lettenng shou~d
be large enough to be read and it should be m
bold contrast to the background.

Stability
A display has stability in that it is strong,

sturdy, and secure. The display supports
should not easily be knocked over or fall
apart. This is important for the safety and
well being of the display personnel and for
the viewers. A sturdy display support system
means that the artifacts are less likely to be
damaged. Valuable artifacts on display need
to be controlled by the display system to en
sure security. Besides having the display
physically stable, it should appear to be
visually balanced. Aesthetically, the display
should appear neither top heavy nor bottom
heavy. The parts of the display should ap
pear to balance in the same way as a seesaw.

Visibility .
A display has visibility. The display shou~d

be located where there is a high level o~ il
lumination. If the display must be placed m a
dark comer, additional spot lights sho~ld be
added to ensure that all parts of the ~Isp~ay
are visible. For safety reasons, hghtmg
should be securely attached with the cords
out of sight of viewers and out of reach of
the traffic flow. The main parts of the
display should be positioned near eye le~el.
Displays placed on the ~oor. ?r usmg high
ceilings may not be readily vIsible.
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mainder of the display items. The use of
mats, frames, or both around artifac~ or ex
planation cards relates parts of the dlsplar t?
the whole. The effect can be most dramatl~ If
mats are the same color, shape and matenal.
Having a title that is conspicuo~ in terms of
its size, placement, and appropnateness can
focus attention on the message. Ba~kdrops .of
real plants help to humanize a display, m
creasing the eye-appeal. The plants should
playa minor role in size and shape from that
of the artifacts. . .

Undesirable emphasis should be mml
mized. Soiled artifacts, unpressed backdrops,
irregular fringed edges,. spills, ~ue ma~ks,
and the like are attention gettmg .devI~
which detract from the message. A display IS
one in which care in workmanship increases
the quality of the display.

Simplicity
A display with simplicity is .more apt to at

tract attention than one that IS cluttered. By
eliminating detail a display appears .more
organized. To achieve simplicity, selection of
display items needs to be ~one carefu~y.
When selecting appropriate display matenals
use only that which relates to the theme. E:s
tablishing one central theme is para~ou.nt m
achieving a unified character wlthm a
display. The use of one color. scheme
throughout the display also asSISts the
achievement of simplicity and harmony. By
limiting the number of colors used, the com
ponents of the display relate together, mak
ing a total impact.

Contrast
Contrast within is necessary for an effec

tive display. A display that has str~ng con
trast between the artifacts, the labellmg, and
the background is clearly u~derstood. A
transition of color and texture IS needed be
tween the objects being display~ ~nd t~e
background. If the artifacts are mtncate. m
detail and color, a neutral backdrop of white,
grey, or black would offer contrast.
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